
                

                 Delhi Public School Mathura Road  
                                      Class Pre-Primary (2021-22) 

                                Summer Vacation Activities   
 

Dear parent,   

 

Each day gone by in the month of April was dedicated towards making the children of the 

Pre-Primary Wing   comfortable and at ease in their new environment. Making new friends, 

loving their teachers, enjoying the daily curriculum and learning while doing, surely makes 

online classes special for them. Our main aim is to offer a plethora of opportunities to 

the little ones – helping them explore their personal skills, talents and developing their 

curiosity while they are involved in multifarious activities. The main aim of the activities 

revolving around ‘Earth Day’ was to sensitise the children to their responsibility towards 

the Earth, learning to do their ‘bit’ to preserve nature.   

                                     

 

                                          

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                    

  

 

   

 

 

           

 Good health is true wealth      

 

"Health is the condition of wisdom, and the sign is cheerfulness- an open and noble           temper." 

 
    Here are some suggestions to keep the tiny tots fit and healthy: 

• Keep the children hydrated with different kinds of fluids for e.g. water, 
lemonade, juice, shakes etc. 

• Offer a variety of food options to kids so that they develop their taste. You 
do not   need to force them to eat but can offer them a few bites to start with. 

• Develop the clean plate rule by instructing them not to waste food served on 

Growing plants add years to life and life to your years. This pandemic has 

made us realise the real cost of oxygen so let us unite and support 

#Indianitesgogreen and plant saplings.  

 

 



one’s plate. 

• Avoid sweets as a way to show your affection. It can lead them to munch 
every time. Instead, you should shower them with praise on a regular 
basis. 

• Engage children in a total of 20 minutes of physical activity every day. 

• Discourage eating snacks while watching T.V. or playing video games. 

• Habituate your child to go to bed early and rise early. 

 

 

      Let us practice Yoga 

Children of all ages need opportunities to ‘unplug’ and relax. A short-guided 

meditation is an invaluable tool in calming even young children so that the 

boundless energy stored up in them can be directed usefully! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_nVKTKcEQU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d85dw-AcAaU  
 

 

English and EVS 

Teaching and learning go hand in hand. To make learning effective we try and integrate different 

subjects so that it is fun for our little ones.  

 

In order to integrate EVS, English and the Arts, children will take up different rooms in the house. 

They will draw pictures of any two items from each room, count the number of that particular item 

and write the sound/ letter it starts with. For example: in the bedroom if they choose pillow, they 

will draw and colour / paste any picture (magazines or books). They will then write the number of 

pillows in the bedroom and write ‘P’ for pillow.  Likewise, they will count and draw any two items from 

each room in the house.  

                            

                                                                                         

GRATITUDE IS THE BEST ATTITUDE 

In order to inculcate the habit of showing gratitude and being thankful for all the small and big 

blessings we receive; children will make a small booklet in which they will draw or paste pictures of 

different things or people they are thankful for. They will make an entry in the booklet every week. 

They will show their booklet to their friends and teacher and talk about it in the home room period 

once the school reopens.                      

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_nVKTKcEQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d85dw-AcAaU


MORE ABOUT OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS  

We want our children to be more aware about their surroundings including the beautiful fauna (animal 

world) we are blessed with. To achieve that, children will make a mask or puppet (using material 

available at home) and learn some interesting facts about that animal. Their knowledge bank will 

increase tremendously when they get back to class and share the information they have gathered 

with their friends. 

                                                     

 

LET’S KNOW OUR FAMILY BETTER 

In the given situation where we cannot and should not move out, let’s make the most of this time. 

Let’s try and find out some lesser-known facts about our parents and grandparents. Children can 

interview their parents/ grandparents and find out about their childhood.  

Some questions that can be asked are:  

• Favourite food 

• Hobby                                                                                                             

     
• Name of their school 

• Name of their college 

• Childhood friends 

• Games they played etc.  

Children can record this information in the form of a video where they interview their parents 

and grandparents. They can also present it on an A4 sheet where they can draw or paste the 

information gathered.  

  

MATHS 

“The only way to learn mathematics is to do mathematics” 

 The children will enjoy multifarious activities while doing them.  

PRODUCING A MASTERPIECE 

Roll the dice 6 times. 

Note down the observations in a tabular form. 

Read the instructions and do as instructed: 

a) Write what comes after the 1st observation and draw as many flowers. 

                E.g.: The no. you get after rolling the dice is 2, 3 comes after 2. 

                Draw 3 flowers. 

b) Draw as many trees as you get in the 2nd observation. 



c) Draw as many butterflies as your 3rd observation.                                 

 
d) Draw as many children playing as per your 4th observation. 

e) Draw as many clouds as per your 5th observation. 

f) Draw a sun and as many rays as your 6th observation. 

Now, colour the masterpiece you have drawn. 

Do it on an A4 sheet and share your masterpiece with your teacher after the vacation. 

 

FUN TIME WITH FAMILY 

 

Schools closed and staying home could be stressful but it has brought families closer than before. 

To make this time fruitful, play a board game with your family members, click the pictures and send 

them to your teacher. 

                             

 

PLANT A NUMBER LINE 

 

Number recognition skills build upon the initially developed number sense. These skills are a strong 

support in supplementing the learning of arithmetic concepts. In order to develop the number 

concepts, children will plant a number line using chart paper, aluminium foil roll, A4 sheet and ice 

cream sticks. 

 

 

HINDI 

DHOOM DHADAKA 
 

Parents will collect various items from home like scissors, comb, letter, fruits, paper, keys, 

vegetables, flag, etc. in a pinata bag. Music will be played and the kids will groove to the music. As 

soon as the music stops, parents will turn the bag upside down. The parents will show the flashcard 

of different vyanjans (one by one) out of the vyanjan given below from क से ण. Kids will only pick up 

things beginning with the same vyanjan as shown by the parents. 

 



 
   

 

 

*Let’s have some more fun    

                                                   
 

 

Let us Play Hopscotch (Indoors) 
https://youtu.be/6KOvsbuxIaY  

https://youtu.be/wWSrSX7RYN8  

 

 

KALIEDOSCOPE 

Material Required 

• Empty toilet paper roll 

• Cardboard 

• Silver tape and cello tape 

• Scissors  

• A4 size Ivory/ pastel/ cartridge 

sheet 

• Bendy straw 

• Markers, stickers, or other material 

for decorating your spinning circle 

 

Steps: 

1. Cut three equal sized rectangular 

strips from the cardboard and cover them     

with silver tape on both sides. 

2. Arrange the strips to form a triangle that should fit inside the empty toilet roll.  

3. Cut off the bendy end of a flexible straw. 

4. Tape it along the top of your tube with the flexible part of the straw hanging 

over the edge. 

5. Cut out 3 circles from the Ivory sheet (3.75 inches in diameter). 

6. Poke a hole in the center of your circle using a sharp pencil. 

7. Children to decorate the circle using markers, stickers, crayons etc. You may try 

out different designs and shapes. 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00936USJK/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00936USJK&linkCode=as2&tag=buggyandbuddy-20


8. Place the circle onto your straw with the design facing the kaleidoscope. Ensure 

that the hole fits over the flexible portion of the straw, so that it turns easily. 

9. Look into your kaleidoscope and explore all the reflections created by your design! 

 

 

Wishing you and your family a safe and relaxing vacation!  
 

  
**Please find attached below vyanjan geet (varnmala) and formation of Hindi vyanjan (क स ेज्ञ), 

just for your reference. 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 


